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Market Research leader chooses mobile surveys to boost field workers productivity
Situation
In a competitive business environment like the market research field,
companies are expected to become more and more efficient in the way
they do business. While CATI (computer assisted telephony interview)
has been around for the last 2 decades, true CAPI (Computer Assisted
Personal Interview) is now gaining popularity since the introduction of
compact, light & efficient mobile computers like the Windows Mobile
2003 powered Pocket PC s.
For almost 20 years Geocartography has conducted studies using
different techniques such as CATI, CAPI focus groups in-depth interviews
and other. Among others, Geocartography specializes in performing face
to face interviews that range from long intensive one-on-one personal
interviews to ultra-fast data collection from the field through
observations performed by trained surveyors. The company s field
surveyors are scattered all over the country and are highly mobile within
their region. A typical surveyor is usually allocated to perform several
types of field surveys.
Previously, Geocartography field surveyors performed these tasks using
paper based surveys (PAPI pen & paper interviews). VP Information
Technology for Geocartography, Ms. Michal Halachmi, found these
procedures, in some circumstances, very inefficient:
The old traditional solution consisted of paper questionnaires which had
to be printed and delivered to the field surveyors. While on the field,
surveyors had to run around carrying a sack full of paper questionnaires
and fill them out. Once a week the surveyors had to deliver the full
questionnaires back to the office either by driving to the office or by
using expensive delivery service. This offered very limited functionality.
We needed to deliver essential business information back to the office
faster, and cheaper. We also needed to make work easier for our field
workforce. We looked for an end-to-end solution which would improve
the old-fashioned way we conduct field surveys. says Halachmi.

Solution
Geocartography looked to Dooblo to help them meet this challenge by
incorporating a SurveyToGo Server solution. This solution allows
Geocartography to deploy centrally managed mobile electronic surveys
through rich clients which fully utilize the Microsoft® Windows Mobile
2003® Powered Pocket PCs.

Solution Overview
Company
Geocartography
Customer Profile
For almost 20 years
Geocartography has conducted
studies using different
techniques such as CATI, CAPI
focus groups in-depth
interviews and other
Geocartography leads the local
field surveys market.
Business Situation
Geocartography was using
paper based questionnaires for
field surveys that required
expensive data acquisition,
printing, typing and delivery
costs.
Solution Description
Geocartography s field
surveyors now conduct
surveys using a handheld
device equipped with
SurveyToGo. Mobile surveys
are synchronized to/from the
main office.
Benefits
· Survey results are
delivered faster & cheaper
to the back office
· High quality data due to
verification rules &
advanced input system.
· Faster and cheaper
implementation
· Data can be exported
directly to SPSS
· Easy to use, scalable &
powerful survey conducting
& management platform

Using a cellular, a WIFI or a cradle internet connection, the HP iPaq Pocket PC synchronizes data with
Dooblo s SurveyToGo Server. This gives mobile surveyors access to all their electronic mobile surveys
on their handheld computers while being in the field. The PDA application is also equipped with an
advanced fast-user-input system that simplifies and enhances user input in the field.
When the device synchronizes with the server it sends/receives the surveys, their results and
application updates if any exist. This transfer of information using a cradle connection takes typically
about 90 seconds. Because it is a rich client application the users rely only on the Pocket PC for vital
information and because it is centrally managed, the IT-managers can ensure that the clients are
always running the latest version of the software. This way cost of ownership is below that of a
networked PC or a Laptop.
As soon as the field surveyors are on the field, they can conduct surveys by filling the mobile
questionnaires on their device. The survey results are registered on the handheld computer and
synchronized to the back end systems when the field surveyor is able to connect, which usually
happens at the end of the day.
The SurveyToGo solution allows our staff to conduct mobile surveys, while being fully
offline. Using the handheld device in conjunction with the advanced rules and verification
modules, accelerates data collection and minimizes data input errors when compared to
paper questionnaires. Results are now sent back to the main office once a day instead of
once a week. This efficiency and speed means that business production got a tremendous
boost! says Halachmi.

Benefits

No matter where the field surveyors are, they can conduct surveys, send results, and
receive ongoing updates. Survey results, which form the basis for all market research, are
received once or twice a day from all over the country. Surveys, quotas and survey assigning
to field surveyors are centrally managed. While expensive delivery & typist costs are saved.
Says VP Management & Business Development, Mr. Lyron Feldman.
Working with Pocket PC offers a number of advantages, especially through the high data
quality (thanks to data verification rules, answer properties and survey navigation rules)
while deployment is faster and cheaper then laptops or paper. Also, due to the friendly user
interface, we were able to quickly train our field surveyors team to use the solution.
continues Feldman.
The HP iPaq 2210 was chosen for its bright color screen, and extensive expansion capabilities which
allows the device to be used in every kind of environment and to use any type of expansion. As well as
being the ideal mobile surveys tool, it can also deliver standard office applications using familiar
software such as Pocket Outlook® and Pocket Internet Explorer.
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